2 – Fuse Faith into 12,000 Cerebral Cells
When we incarnate, our 12 Christ powers are incorporated into 12 major centers or thrones in
our cerebrum, each of which governs a particular organ or system in our body. Our entire
cerebrum contains an estimated 144 billion cells or neurons, with about 12 billion cells located in
each cerebral center. Each neuron is composed of a cell body, an axon and from 10,000200,000 dendrites that transmit nerve impulses to other neurons. Our goal is to enlighten all of
our cerebrum’s 144 billion cells. To do this, however, we need to fuse faith into only 144,000
cells that serve as the yeast or leavening agent that uplifts the whole cerebral computer.
We begin this transformation by anchoring faith into 12,000 of the total 12 billion cells in our
cerebrum’s faith center or throne. Since each cell interconnects with so many thousands of
other cells, it takes only 12,000 cells to radiate our Godlike faith to the billions of cells that
comprise our entire faith center. As Jesus taught, we need only the faith of a mustard seed to
move mountains. The 12,000 are such a seed of faith.
Spiritually aware neuroscientists are only beginning to delineate where the cerebrum’s faith
throne may be located. One possible place is the superior parietal lobule (Brodmann’s areas 5 &
7) in the top, central-to-posterior region of the cerebrum. One study with SPECT brain scans
found definitive changes in part of this area when meditators faithfully communed with God.
(See the book Why God Won’t Go Away by Andrew Newberg, MD, pages 1-10.)
Wherever the faith center is, we know that faith is the rock on which we build. Each time we
anchor faith in our cerebrum’s faith throne, it gets transmitted to 12,000 cells in all of the other
11 cerebral thrones or centers, thereby electrifying 144,000 cells. In turn, each of these 11
major centers relays its faith-filled perceptions and beliefs to the organ(s) that it governs. By our
faith in our God-given wholeness, we heal our cerebrum and the remainder of our body temple.
VISUALIZATION: See yourself within a four-sided pyramid of Christ light that is about two feet
away from your physical body. Rise in consciousness a foot or two above your cerebrum into
the apex or capstone of the pyramid, which is your light body brain. Affirm: I have the faith of my
I Am Self. Perceive the quickening of your faith, which brings peace and clarity to your mind.
Look down upon your cerebrum and see its billions of cells, which appear as stars shining in the
night sky. They are grouped into 12 major centers, thrones or constellations. Focus primarily on
the faith center and its 12 billion cells. Infuse this center with royal blue light until 12,000 of its
cells blaze with faith. See this faith-imbued light radiating to the other 11 cerebral centers, until
your whole cerebrum is aglow. From there, the light cascades to the rest of your body.
With renewed faith in God, ask Him-Her-It for a healing prescription to treat any mental,
emotional, psychic or physical imbalance that you have. Know without a doubt that you will
perceive this prescription in Spirit’s good time and way -- in this meditation, in a dream, during a
clairsentient or “aha” moment, in talks with others, or when reading spiritual literature. Ask also
how you may help a friend, loved one, or even an enemy to fortify his or her faith. Ask and you
shall perceive. Seek and you shall find. Knock and it shall be opened to you by your faith.
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